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TOTAL PRIVACY 
SOLUTION.

The Teal KwickScreen Duo is the total 
privacy solution, allowing you to create a 

completely private bay in seconds.
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FEATURES

Portable 

The Teal KwickScreen Duo features high-
quality castors and base handles for 
ultimate portability when you need it. 
And with no aluminum extrusion casing, 
the unit has a minimal footprint when 
stored away.

Create a Corner
Comprised of two inner panels, the Teal 
KwickScreen Duo can be manipulated to 
create an L-shape to fit around a bed or 
an obstruction quickly and easily. 
 

Flexible
Each inner screen can be extended up to 
three metres in length, and has a full 180 
degree range of movement within this 
range. Or fully extend both screens to a six 
metre width.
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FEATURE BENEFITS CUSTOMISATION

Improved Infection Control: With wheels only at either end, there is no 
trip hazard along it’s length, making it easier to clean around and underneath. 
With large seamless surfaces, made from impermeable materials, the Teal 
KwickScreen Duo can be wiped or steamed clean after every patient, unlike 
curtains or foldable products. 

Privacy & Dignity: The Teal KwickScreen Duo provides greater privacy 
and dignity for users, being the more substantial option compared to curtain 
alternatives.  In spaces where there is a high demand for open plan options, it 
is the flexible solution for you to maximise and reconfigure space to be multi-
useful. 

Customisation: Our image catalogue has a variety of complimentary designs to 
print onto your Teal KwickScreen. With four customisable sides you can introduce 
appropriate imagery, calming nature scenes and vibrant splashes of colour to 
transform your space and actively aid physical and mental well-being.

Cost Effective: Teal KwickScreens provide a more cost effective solution 
compared to expensive remodelling or tracking systems. No need to interfere 
with pre-existing equipment or furnishings, our products adapt to your space and 
create different working areas quickly and efficiently. 

The Teal KwickScreen Duo features two double-sided printable inner panel. You can 
customise the panels with a diverse selection of complementary images from our 
catalogue.  Easily interchangeable, if you need a replacement or a change of scenery, you 
have complete flexibility. Our ‘collections’ are specifically designed for numerous panels, 
to provide the best aesthetic for your space. 

If you want to use your own images, our team can guide you through the process of 
creating something specific. Feature a logo or corporate message, ready for your brand 
be to visible anywhere. 

Collection 1 Collection 2

Collection 3 Collection 4
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DIMENSIONS ENVIRONMENTAL SAFETY

Closed:

Fully Extended:

Dimensions:
Total Extended Width: 6000mm
Retracted Width: 30cm
Height: 1905mm
Weight: 20kg

Teal are committed to providing sustainable product solutions and reducing our 
environmental impact. We focus on three key areas:

Sustainability - Sustainability is written in to everything that we do. It’s in our designs, our 
manufacturing and our delivery. Every one of our products is at least 90% recyclable with many being 100%.

Reducing Energy Consumption - We’ve been carbon neautral since 2010 

Recycling - Working alongside the Environment Agency we have created our own in-house recycling 
facility for old furniture, which is disassembled into components and segregated into waste streams for 
recycling - typically wood, metal, plastic, fabrics and foams. A certificate is issued to confirm recycling in an 
environmentally friendly manner. 

Product name: Teal KwickScreen Duo
Product Category: Other metal furniture, retractable 
partition

Manufacturer Details:
Teal
Branch Road
Lower Darwen
Lancashire
BB3 0AR

Tel: 01254 688210
Email: sales@teal.co.uk

Product Details Ecological & Disposal Information

Ex-toxicity: N/A 

Biodegradability: Recyclable 

Packaging: Cardboard to be disposed of in line with 
local regulations. 

The Teal KwickScreen Duo is assembled with 
mechanical fasteners allowing for the product to be 
broken down at the end of it’s life cycle allowing over 
90% of the materials by weight to be easily recycled. 

Product Composition  
Primary Materials by Weight:

Material % Weight

Steel
Aluminium 

Polyester
Glass Fibre 

PVC
Other

50%
20%
16%
4%
4%
<1%
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@tealfurniture
For more information or other resources see: 

www.teal.co.uk 

Teal
Branch Road

Lower Darwen
Lancashire

BB3 0PR

: 01254 688210
: sales@teal.co.uk
: www.teal.co.uk


